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LAMPIRE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES WELCOMES ADAM BARTOS, PHD AS SENIOR
DIRECTOR OF ANTIBODY DISCOVERY
August 31st 2023 - Lampire Biological Laboratories is proud to announce an addition to their
distinguished team: Dr. Adam Bartos, who will serve as the Senior Director of Antibody
Development. Founded in 1977 by Gregory F. Krug, Lampire has continuously led the way in
pioneering advancements within the life sciences sector. Dr. Bartos, renowned for his
comprehensive academic and professional experience, is set to make substantial
contributions to further enhance Lampire's enduring commitment to excellence. Notably,
Lampire is also making strides by venturing into the drug discovery market, expanding their
horizons and solidifying their position as industry leaders.

Dr. Bartos earned his PhD in Bioorganic Chemistry from Eötvös Loránd University, in Budapest
Hungary. Notably, he served as a Senior Research Scientist at the State University of New York
(SUNY), where his research expanded the understanding of various biological processes. Later,
his tenure as a Senior Researcher at Harvard University showcased his multidisciplinary
approach, combining biology and chemistry in innovative ways.

A pivotal chapter in Dr. Bartos's career unfolded at Boehringer
Ingelheim, where he specialized in antibody generation and
biotherapeutics, translating scientific insights into tangible
medical advancements. As the Director of Antibody Discovery
at Molecular Templates, he demonstrated adept leadership,
guiding teams towards groundbreaking antibody-based
therapies. Additionally, Dr. Bartos is an accomplished specialist
in flow cytometry, a sophisticated cell analysis technique. His
expertise in this field enhances Lampire Biological Laboratories' 

capabilities, further solidifying his commitment to pushing the
boundaries of scientific exploration. With his impressive track 

Lampire Biological Laboratories eagerly anticipates the impactful contributions of Dr. Bartos,
whose expertise and leadership will undoubtedly steer the company's endeavors towards new
horizons. As the Senior Director of Antibody Development, Dr. Bartos will bring a strong focus
on monoclonal, polyclonal, and recombinant antibody development, harnessing his extensive
knowledge and experience to drive Lampire's mission of advancing life sciences and delivering
innovative solutions to the global community.

record, Dr. Bartos exemplifies unwavering dedication to advancing life sciences and
contributing to solutions that have a positive impact on the world.
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